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MESSAGE
FROM THE
CHIEF
Chief John Peters

Welcome to the Grover Beach Police Department’s 2020 Annual Report. In this report, we will
provide information regarding our organization, performance statistics, community events and we’ll
highlight the great work by our dedicated team of professionals. Our staff is “Committed to Our
Community” by working in partnership with community members to provide the highest level of Law
Enforcement services. We greatly appreciate the support we receive from our community, elected
officials, and city management.
2020 was a year like no other. The world was impacted by the COVID-19 virus and Grover Beach was
not immune to the impacts. The Police Department stayed fully operational during the pandemic
while taking precautions to protect our staff members. Though the pandemic had many people
staying home, our department saw an 11% increase in police calls for service over the previous year
with 21,734 calls. In 2020, the police department added two new officer positions bringing the
department up to 21 sworn officers and through a successful recruitment program we were able to
The additional officers on patrol, plus the COVID-19 pandemic, led to a
fill all vacancies.
reduction in Part 1 crimes by 26% and an overall reduction in crime by
13% when compared to 2019. The additional officers also helped us
reduce our emergency response time to 2 minutes and 31 seconds. We
continued to grow our community outreach programs by adding
Instagram and Linkedin to our already successful social media line-up of
Facebook, Twitter and Nextdoor. With over 12,000 social media followers,
we are excited about the interactions we have with the community online.
In the coming year we will continue to see challenges related to COVID19, but we will work #GBTogether in rising to those challenges. Our Police
Department will continue to grow with the addition of two more police
officers and we will work in partnership with our community to identify
and meet the needs of the public’s safety. As our department motto
states we are “Committed to Our Community”.
Officer Oseguera

Respectfully,

John E. Peters
Chief of Police
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GROVER BEACH POLICE
DEPARTMENT'S...
Vision...

We, as members of the Grover Beach Police Department, are dedicated to providing the best public
safety service which reflects our community’s superior quality of life. We are focused on cooperative
efforts involving the individual citizen, their neighborhood, and Department members. This is a
reflection of our community’s endeavor to sustain a sense of safety and security.

Mission...

We serve to contribute to a wholesome community environment in which individuals may work,
play, prosper, raise families, and otherwise pursue their legitimate goals without fear of criminal or
civil disorder.

Values...

As we focus on our vision and pursue our mission, we pledge the following values as of utmost
importance for public service while not excluding other principles.
Service
To provide each individual of Grover Beach with responsive and humane law enforcement
which promotes security, peace of mind, and tranquility in our community.
Ethics
We occupy a position of public trust and base our decisions upon moral, as well as practical
concerns while always accepting responsibility for our actions.
Respect
For the uniqueness of each individual, holding sacred the principal of human dignity; this being
a truth for each citizen of the community and each member of the Department. By nurturing a
sense of family within the Department, recognizing our people are our greatest and most
important asset. For diverse cultural values while fostering open communication necessary to
share ideas.
Vision
That the community maintains its satisfying quality of life including a sense of being secure while
enjoying the amenities of Grover Beach, however, always anticipating the changing needs of the
City and successfully meeting those needs.
Integrity
Being the benchmark of an ethical individual and Department, in thought and deed, we adhere
to sincerity and honesty, while avoiding deception, expediency, artificiality, or shallowness which
encompasses the courage to perform our duties.
Courtesy
To all we come in contact with in both the spoken and unspoken word, realizing conflict
resolution begins with cooperation and mutual understanding.
Experience
Is the journey in search of excellence through training, developing the confidence to innovate,
explore non-traditional methods of community service and law enforcement; and efficiently
manage public resources anchored in the philosophy of community oriented policing and
problem solving.
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THE DEPARTMENT
The Grover Beach Police Department is a full-service law
enforcement agency providing 24-hour protection to the
community of Grover Beach. The Police Department is
comprised of 32 employees with 21 full-time and 1 parttime officers, 6 employees assigned to the Communications
Center, 2 employees assigned to the Records Bureau, 1
employee assigned to Police Administration and 1 employee
assigned to a new Community Services Technician position.
Officer Goldsbary on a call for service.

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
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POLICE ADMINISTRATION
The Police Administration Division consists of the Chief of Police, two Police Commanders and one
Police Services Analyst. The Chief of Police is responsible for the overall operations, management, and
leadership of the Police Department. The Police Department budget represents approximately 36%
of the City of Grover Beach’s General Fund and averages $4.7 Million per year which provides 24-hour
law enforcement services to the community of approximately 13,600 residents. The Police
Commanders manage the two divisions of the police department consisting of the Operations
Division and the Support Services Division. The Police Services Analyst assists the Chief and
Commanders with administrative tasks such as Crime Analysis, Financial Operations, and Human
Resources Files.
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OPERATIONS
DIVISION

The Operations Division is managed by a
Police Commander who oversees the Patrol
Bureau, Range Qualifications, S.W.A.T. Team,
Use of Force/Vehicle Pursuit Reviews,
Detention Facility, Community Service
Technicians, Tobacco and Alcohol Grants,
and Special Events Planning. Commander
Simm Miller managed the Operations
Division until his retirement in September
2020. Since October of 2020, the
Operations Division has been managed by
Commander Bryan Millard.

Officer Logoluso speaks with a member on the public on a call for
service.

Patrol Bureau

Members of the Grover Beach Police Department’s
Patrol Bureau patrol the city’s 2.25 square miles
while recognizing the most important product they
offer is a high quality of service. There are currently
17 personnel allocated to Patrol, which includes 1
Commander, 4 Sergeants, 11 Police Officers and 1
Community Service Technician. The patrol personnel
work four 12-hour shifts that cover 24-hours per day
each week. On average, our police officers respond
to 60 calls for service each day. Those calls can
include social service calls such as homelessness
and mental health assistance and crime related calls
such as property crimes and the occasional crime
against a person.
Officer Ruiz looks on while assisting another officer.

Officer Cook on bike patrol.
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CRIME
STATISTICS
Sgt. Ituralde assisting another officer.

The Grover Beach Police Department utilizes the Uniform Crime Reporting Program to track crime
statistics in our city. This program is utilized by over 18,000 law enforcement agencies reporting
their crime data to the FBI for analysis. Crime statistics provide law enforcement with data for use
in budget formulation, planning, resource allocation, assessment of police operations, etc., to help
address the crime problem at various levels.
The 2020 preliminary report from the FBI showed about a 1% decrease in violent crimes across the
nation. Violent crimes, also known as Part 1 crimes, are described as Murder, Rape, Robbery, and
Aggravated Assault. The report also showed an average of a 7.8% reduction in overall property
crimes, but an increase in Motor Vehicle Theft by 6.2%. Property Crimes are described as Burglary,
Theft, Motor Vehicle Theft, and Arson.
In 2020, our department worked together with our community to realize greater success than the
national average by decreasing overall crime by 13% as compared to 2019. Grover Beach Part 1
crimes were down 26% and Property Crimes were down 20%. Grover Beach officers were more
successful in the category of Auto Theft which decreased by 30%. A more accurate comparison of
the 2020 crime statistics will take place in 2022 when the Police Department compares the
statistics from 2019 through 2021 to determine what kind of impact on crime the COVID-19
pandemic had for our community.

Sgt. Leon directs traffic during a road closure.
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CRIME
STATISTICS
CONTINUED
Part 1 Crimes
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Officer Ramirez issues a citation
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*Officer Involved Shooting. Investigation resulted in justifiable homicide.
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ARRESTS
STATISTICS
Officer Pulido reads notes from the dispatcher.
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ARREST
STATISTICS
CONTINUED
Officer Allegranza assisting Arroyo Grande Police during a major incident.
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TRAFFIC
STATISTICS
Officer Wade on a self-initiated traffic stop that led to an arrest.
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TRAFFIC
STATISTICS
CONTINUED
Officer Ramirez poses in front of his patrol car..

Citations Data
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Top Six Most Cited Traffic
Violations
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10%

Stop Light
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Speeding
7.7%
Officer Elsayed backs up another officer on a traffic
stop.
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New Positions and
Personnel
Community
Services Technician

In October 2020, the Police Department
expanded its capabilities by adding a new
Community Services Technician (CST) to the
patrol bureau. A CST assists police officers by
handling lower priority tasks such as front
lobby inquiries and reports, non-injury traffic
collisions, traffic control, abandoned vehicle
enforcement and code compliance issues. In
the first three months, CST Randy Gonzalez
located and recovered three stolen vehicles
that were left abandoned in Grover Beach.

Police Services
Analyst

Community Services Technician Randy Gonzalez

In November 2020, the Police Department
created the Analysis Unit and welcomed a
new Police Services Analyst. The analyst
assesses historical and real time data to
assists the patrol, detective, and
administration bureaus to meet their
individual needs. In the first few months
since being hired, Lauren Finkbeiner has
developed several statistical forecasts to
help detectives and patrol officers become
more proactive in the apprehension of
criminal suspects. In addition to this,
Lauren has also taken on community
outreach through the official department
social media pages.
Police Services Analyst Lauren Finkbeiner
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SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS
Grover Beach Police Officers have opportunities to take on special assignments in addition to
their patrol duties. Some special assignments currently offered are S.W.A.T., Bicycle Patrol, and
Tobacco and Alcohol Enforcement. The Police Department receives grants for tobacco and
alcohol enforcement operations which helps to prevent minors from obtaining alcohol or
tobacco at retail establishments. The grants also pay for our officers to host training classes for
the retailers and their employees, so they know what to look for prior to conducting a sale. The
grants also help to cover the costs of officers on bicycle and foot patrols of the Grand Avenue
corridor and our local parks. Officers on these patrols look for alcohol and tobacco violations
occurring in restricted areas.

Officers Goldsbary and Elsayed patrol one of GB's many parks.

Officers Ramirez and Cook on bicycle patrol.

In addition to patrol, officers have an opportunity to join our San Luis Obispo County Regional
Special Weapons and Tactics (S.W.A.T.) Team. The regional S.W.A.T. team is made up of officers
from the Police Departments in Arroyo Grande, Grover Beach, Morro Bay, Paso Robles, Pismo
Beach and San Luis Obispo. These officers attend extensive training on tactics to deploy to highrisk incidents such as the Active Shooter incident that occurred in Paso Robles on June 10, 2020.
During this two-day active shooter event, a lone gunman opened fire on the Paso Robles
downtown area, including the police department building. The gunman murdered an innocent
civilian and shot a Sheriff’s Deputy in the face during the first night of gunfire. Many officers from
around the County and region responded to assist Paso Robles including some from Grover
Beach. On the following day, officers encountered the suspect on multiple occasions and gunfire
was exchanged. This resulted in four more law enforcement officers being shot and the suspect
being fatally wounded.

Officers Pulido, Gerber, and Allegranza stand in front of the SWAT Bearcat tactical vehicle.
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SUPPORT SERVICES DIVISION
The Support Services Division is managed by Commander Angelo Limon who oversees the
Detective Bureau, Records Bureau, Communications Center and Police Administration. The
Support Services Division currently has 13 personnel assigned to it which includes 1 Commander,
1 Detective Sergeant, 3 Detectives, 1 Communications Supervisor, 1 Lead Communications
Technician, 4 Communications Technicians, 2 Records / Property Technicians.

Detective Bureau
The Detective Bureau performs
many tasks which include followingup on criminal investigations from
the
Patrol
Bureau,
initiating
complex investigations into major
cases, and ensuring regulatory
compliance by the cannabis
industry, alcohol establishments,
tobacco retailers and massage
establishments. The Bureau is
currently staffed by a Detective
Sergeant and two Detectives.

Illegal Firearms Seizure from Prohibited Person

The GBPD Detective Bureau investigated 129 cases in 2020. Many of the cases were complex
investigations including the city’s last homicide that occurred in March 2020. Training has been
paramount for our detective staff as they have attended several advanced training courses that
cover basic investigations, sexual assault investigations, and homicide investigations. The Detective
Bureau’s office underwent a major renovation in the Spring of 2020 that included new paint, new
flooring, and five complete workstations in anticipation of increasing the number of Detectives in the
future. The Detective Bureau has access to some of the most advanced technology on the Central
Coast. Detectives utilize over 50 Community Cameras around the city to gather evidence in cases
and have purchased a new FARO 3D Laser Scanner that will enable Detectives and other trained
personnel to scan and photograph crime scenes and traffic collisions with extreme detail and
precision.

Photos from an active investigation scene that was managed by the Detectives Bureau.
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SUPPORT SERVICES DIVISION
CONTINUED

Cannabis Regulatory Program

Cannabis Detectives Jerry Cornell and Kelly Cook performing
inspections on commercial cannabis businesses.

The City of Grover Beach has taken the lead in San Luis
Obispo County in allowing both adult (recreational)
and medical commercial cannabis uses in a safe and
responsible manner. Beginning in 2016, the City
Council held numerous public meetings that
culminated in the adoption of the City's commercial
cannabis ordinances in May 2017. In 2018, the Police
Department created a Cannabis Regulatory Program
and assigned one half-time Sergeant and one full-time
Detective to work with the cannabis industry to create
safe and secure cannabis facilities within the city. The
Police Department is part of a larger city team
comprised of City Management, City Attorney,
Community Development, Five Cities Fire Authority and
Code Compliance that works together to make the
Grover Beach cannabis program one of the most
successful and safe programs in the state of California.

The Cannabis Regulatory Detectives are responsible for completing background investigation
on all owners and employees of the cannabis businesses. They also review and approve
building plans, security plans and product displays and storage. The Detectives and the Grover
Beach Communications Center can video monitor the cannabis facilities 24-hours per day via
video systems installed at each business and displayed at their workstations. Detectives
conduct frequent inspections of each facility and annual forensic audits of all transactions at
each facility. The City of Grover Beach has approved 27 cannabis businesses with 12
businesses currently operating and several additional businesses currently in the building
process.

Cannabis Detective Kelly Cook
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RECORDS AND
PROPERTY
BUREAU

The Grover Beach Records and Property
Bureau is staffed by two Records/Property
Technicians. The Records/Property Technicians
catalogue and file all police department reports,
citations and court notices. They handle all
public records requests and assist customers
that come to the police department for copies
Records Technician Tracy Leveque
of documents.
In 2020, the Records and Property Bureau started the process to convert Department of Justice
reporting requirements to the new California Incident Based Reporting System (CIBRS). This
process was completely new to the State of California and was a required transition by all law
enforcement agencies in the state. The process was completed in time for the January 2021
implementation date. In 2020, the Records and Property Bureau processed the following;
1,794 Police Reports
150 Traffic Collision Reports
957 Traffic and Parking Citations
In addition to the records management functions, the Records/Property Technicians also handle all
property that is collected by police officers in the field. Staff conducted the intake, logging, and
processing of 2,495 items. They were able to dispose of 4911 items and released 291 items to the
owner. Staff also completed an extensive and comprehensive annual property room audit that
determined the Property Room is in compliance with state law.

The Grover Beach Police Department Property room
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GROVER BEACH
COMMUNICATIONS CENTER
The Grover Beach Communications Center has an authorized staff of six employees with four
full-time Communication/Records Technicians, one Lead Communications/Records Technician
and one Communications Supervisor. The Communications Center, commonly referred to as
Dispatch, is a multifaceted center that handles calls for service for the Police Department and
many calls for the City of Grover Beach during non-business hours. The Communications
Center has the latest technology which allows dispatchers to receive 911 calls via text
messaging and mapping programs that identify cell phone locations better than in years past.
In 2020, the Communications Center handled 21,734 calls for service and CAD entries. This call
for service volume was an increase of 11% from 2019. With the addition of two new police
officer positions, the average police officer response time was reduced to 2 minutes and 31
seconds. In the Fall of 2020, the Communications Center experienced a staffing shortage which
resulted in the night shift hours (11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.) being handled by the Pismo Beach
Police Department Communications Center. The partnership between the Cities of Pismo
Beach and Grover Beach for Emergency Communication Services has been successful and will
be expanded in 2021.

The Grover Beach Police Department Communications Center
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CONNECTING WITH THE
COMMUNITY
Coffee with a Cop

We continued our very successful “Coffee
with a Cop” program that allows us to meet
residents and business owners of Grover
Beach. However, the program was heavily
impacted by COVID-19 in 2020. We were
able to have one event prior to the Stay-atHome restrictions that were put in place
due to emergency orders. We look forward
to reactivating the program in 2021 and
allow us to talk with residents and business
owners about the community over a cup of
coffee.

Slurpee Patrol
Our partnership with 7-Eleven Convenience Stores to sponsor the Slurpee® Patrol continued
through 2020, despite the COVID-19 impacts. Our officers were able to find plenty of opportunities
to reward kids for their good behavior and safety while riding their bicycles, scooters, and
skateboards.
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CONNECTING WITH THE
COMMUNITY CONTINUED
Thanksgiving Turkey
Drive
Each year the Police Department partners
with Vons Supermarkets and the 5Cities
Homeless
Coalition
to
provide
25
Thanksgiving meals to families in Grover
Beach. Through the generosity of donations
from Vons and other local donors, many
families in the 5Cities Homeless Coalition
program get to enjoy Thanksgiving turkey
with all the sides and desserts!

Social Media Outreach
The Grover Beach Police Department enjoys one of the largest
social media platforms of all municipal law enforcement
agencies in San Luis Obispo County with over 12,000
followers. Our ability to share information immediately allows
us to make stronger connections with the community. Our
presence is known on the Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
LinkedIn and Nextdoor websites. We have been able to notify
residents, businesses, and visitors of incidents occurring in the
community and provide them with much needed public safety
information. Our interaction with community members on
social media has led to several tips of information that have
solved crimes in the community.
Facebook: Grover Beach Police Department
Instagram: @groverbeachpd
Twitter: @Grover_BeachPD
Linkedin: /GBPD
NextDoor: Grover Beach Police Department
Ring App-Neighbors: Grover Beach Police Department
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#8CANTWAIT
On May 25, 2020, Mr. George Floyd of
Minneapolis, Minnesota was killed by a police
officer in that city and the resulting outrage led
to months of civil unrest across the nation.
This incident also brought about the topic of
Police Reform to change the way policing in
done in the United States. One of the most
prominent reform campaigns was the
#8CantWait campaign.

Peaceful protests took place on Grand Avenue.

The #8CantWait campaign called on police departments to change their policies as they related to
the use of force by law enforcement officers. The campaign called for the elimination of
chokeholds/strangleholds, require de-escalation techniques, require a warning before shooting,
require alternatives to shooting, require a duty to intervene by witnessing officers, ban shooting at
moving vehicles, require the use of a use of force continuum, and require comprehensive report
documentation when force is used. A review of the Police Department policies determined the
Department was in line with #8CantWait. On Friday June 5, 2020, the City of Grover Beach was host
to a peaceful protest. By working with the protest organizers and counter-protestors, the Police
Department, along with its regional partners, helped to facilitate a peaceful protest of over 300
people at the intersection of Grand Avenue and Oak Park Blvd. The protest was completed with no
arrests, no injuries and no property damage while providing an opportunity for clear messaging by
the organizers.
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PERSONNEL
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Officer of the Year
Sgt. Juan Leon was recognized the department and
his peers as the Officer of the Year Award recipient
for 2020. Sgt. Leon is one of our department firearms
instructors, a less lethal weapons instructor, and a
veteran member of the SLO county regional SWAT
team. Sgt. Leon is also the Sergeant in charge of the
Field Training Program for newly hired police officers.
In 2020, Sgt. Leon oversaw the training of six new
police officers. His long-term dedication and service
to Grover Beach is well known and respected by his
peers and community members.

Civilian Employee of the Year
Records / Property Technician Sybyl Hollis was
recognized as the Civilian Employee of the Year for the
second year in a row. Sybyl is a tenured veteran of the
department who helped complete an exhaustive
property and evidence audit in the department’s
Property Room. She was also instrumental in our
department’s transition to California Incident Based
Reporting Standards (CIBRS) to meet Federal
requirements. Sybyl fills in the Communications Center
as a Dispatcher whenever her help is needed and has
frequently adjusted her work schedule to meet the
needs of the department.
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PERSONNEL
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
CONTINUED
Lifesaving Awards

Sergeant Sonny Gerber received this award
for providing lifesaving CPR for a resident
who had collapsed in the street. Sgt. Gerber
maintained CPR until paramedics arrived
and were able to transport the citizen to the
hospital for advanced life support care. The
citizen survived the incident thanks to Sgt.
Gerber’s decisive actions.

Officer Sonny Lopez received this award for
providing critical first aid trauma care and
applying a tourniquet to a resident with
significant bleeding injuries. Officer Lopez
was able to slow the blood loss until
paramedics could arrive, and Officer Lopez’
actions contributed significantly to the
resident surviving their injuries.

COVID-19 Service Commendation

Chief Peters awarded to the entire department the COVID-19 Service Commendation for
providing dedicated service to the community every day during unprecedented and uniquely
challenging pandemic conditions that further jeopardized their health and wellness.
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RETIREMENTS
Commander Simm Miller
Commander Simm Miller served GBPD for
18 years and retired as a Police
Commander. Simm, an Army Veteran, joined
GBPD in 2002 upon graduation from the
police academy. Simm held the positions of
Police Officer, Detective, Sergeant and
Commander with our department. Simm
was responsible for the Operations Division
prior to retiring. Simm is looking forward to
enjoying more time with his wife at their new
home out of state.

Laura Vinnedge

Laura Vinnedge served 20 years and 4 Police
Chiefs as the Executive Assistant to the Chief
of Police. Laura was responsible for the daily
administrative tasks for the Chief's office as
well as the Police Commanders. Laura's prior
knowledge as a paralegal secretary was
instrumental in helping to maintain important
files at the Police Department. Laura joins her
husband in retirement where they will be able
to spend more time with family and friends.

Nanette "Nan" Pennock

Nanette "Nan" Pennock served GBPD as well
as the Arroyo Grande and Pismo Beach Police
Departments in the Communications /
Records Technician role. Nan was instrumental
in maintaining police department records and
dispatch center functions. Nan served the Five
Cities Communities for 33 years before her
retirement. She and her husband will now be
able to enjoy the many vacations they sought.
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THANK YOU GROVER BEACH
The members of the Grover Beach Police Department proudly served the community in a very
challenging year. When the COVID-19 pandemic struck, the Police Department adapted to a new
normal. Staff members were issued additional personal protective gear and were required to wear
face masks the entire year. Officers in the field performed admirably under unusual circumstances
and the out-pouring of appreciation from our community was overwhelming. The Grover Beach
community graciously brought food, face masks and sanitizer for our employees as they
recognized the importance of being #GBTogether. We want to recognize many of our community
members and say “Thank You” for your support, you make working in Grover Beach special!
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Grover Beach Police Department
711 Rockaway Avenue
Grover Beach, CA 93433
(805) 473-4511

2020 Annual Report
Prepared by:
Lauren Finkbeiner
Police Services Analyst
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